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CREATING WEALTH FROM THE UNSEEN

LENSE 1: CREATING ABUNDANCE
It is important we understand the principle of creating abundance
in our lives, organizations, and nations. What you do not see within
you or conceive you cannot attain. Abundance has a secret code to
unlock it. There is a simple principle upon which abundance of
everything hinges on; starting from wealth, success, attainment and
even marital bliss. You can create abundance in your trail, the
responsibility lies on you.
The concept of creating abundance in your trail will be explained
using what I tagged the Software Principle. In a computer, two or
more computers look alike in many ways; i.e. the hardware
components are basically of very similar features. The differences
between one computer and the other depend more on the
software installed. Some computers are used merely for basic
works such as typing and simple computations while some act as
database that serves millions of people or used to drive
sophisticated automated machines. The worth of a computer is
much depending on the software than the hardware.
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In the same light, men are morphologically similar. Each man has
one head, two hands, two legs, etc. there is no mark difference
between one person and another. They wear similar clothes, eat
alike and drink the same kind of wine or water but the output of
each life is quite different. While some are producing staggering
results that astound the mind of men others are content to live the
ordinary life.
To change your life, you have nothing to do with the hardware
(physical) component of you but your software component which is
your thought; you need to visit your core belief, thinking, frame of
mind, ideology and ideals.
In the same light, if you are poor you don’t have to struggle to get
out of poverty; it doesn’t work that way. That’s why the burden
bearer will not get out of the rut of poverty until he thinks to be
rich. No matter how many tons an alaru can carry he cannot
become wealthy without engaging his thinking. No wonder a
bestselling book: Think and Grow Rich became a close companion
of millions who break the limits and become wealthy. When you
want to be wealthy and abundantly sustained, you go into your
internal configuration; which is your thinking.
What we program in software is what it is potentially capable of
delivering and will not do anything outside this programming. You
cannot achieve anything remarkable outside the border of your
thought of possibility.
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Peradventure you accidentally shoot beyond your capacity your
thinking capacity will take you back to it's original estate. This is
why it's always difficult for lottery winners, sportsmen and
inheritors of riches to sustain it. Sudden riches without internal
development often prove to be a curse.
Your thinking either inherited or learned has imposed upon you
your present limitation or freedom. This is why the people you walk
with, your friends and allies have tremendous impact on your
thinking because by association you easily approve of them and you
live like them because you think like them.

LENSE 2: HOW WEALTH ARE CREATED FROM NOTHING
When you want to create abundance, you move your mind to the
end result you want to see. Jump the process, see clearly the end:
the beautiful house you want to buy, the sum you want to have in
your bank account or the home outlook you want.
Caution: Man is a creative being which makes us higher than the
animal world. By creative power, you create your own reality by
choice. You can create hell out of heaven or heaven out of hell.
Someone’s failure could sink him while similar failure can be the
stepping stone to another person. The difference is their perception
of situation.
Your early life financial woes don’t define your future financial
experiences. You can change this. Without a dime, you can recreate
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your financial world as you become stupendously wealthy. Don't
you wonder how many children of the poor rose from penury to
control immense wealth later in life; examples are Late M.K.O.
Abiola of Nigeria and Jack Ma of China. You can rewrite your story
by changing your internal reality.
You may not have a dime, that doesn't make you poor. You may not
have a thousand naira yet decide on business of a hundreds of
million naira. I remember that towards the end of covid-19 I have
many financial constraints though I've some money out there but I
have short physical cash on me. It was easy to allow the thought of
poverty on me but I mount over it the thought of prosperity and
abundance in a way I've never done since I was born. The shortfall
of Covid-19 made me rethink and scale upward.
As individual, financial challenges can make you or mar you. Some
are held bound by such experiences of Covid -19 lockdown and have
their narratives changed negatively afterward. I know of a man who
was from a very poor background. He said whenever he looked
back he never wanted to go back to where he was coming from; so
he dedicated every waking day to uphold his strive for a life of
prosperity. Today, he is a celebrity and a famous icon in my country.

LENSE 3: A LESSON FOR AFRICAN COUNTRY
African leaders are overwhelmed with the odds that are stacked
against them that you can visibly see the resignation of will,
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purpose and drive to the superpowers of the world. They follow
sheepishly the dictates and demands of the advanced economy.
They've forgotten that interests of nations are foremost homeward.
Lack of understanding of how wealth is created has earned Africa a
rollercoaster experience of up and down dwindling fortunes. Today,
average African nation bear crushing yokes of debts. Everyone who
moves out of poverty does it consciously and with utmost
dedication.
To worsen our situation, our leaders never believed things can
change. We need African leaders who will challenge the mental
casing of ineptitude, resignation and victimhood that made us
beggarly. Don't you think there are things we can do?
Those who have ever come out of poverty do so by believing they
can make the change. Africa will continue as destitute until she
knows she can transform. But as long as we believe we have the
world power as godfathers, we will remain as destitute. Believing in
oneself is the basis to success in any endeavour; this includes
finances.
The solution to a complex problem is often simple like ABC. Our
adaptation to this simple solution will determine whether we will
be up and running or not.
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LENSE 4: YOU HAVE THE POWER TO CHOOSE
You have the power to choose what you feel, think or accept as
your reality, you can choose to see yourself as fabulously blessed
and rich; with a lovely home and family and supportive associates.
Choose your reality to support your goal of abundance in t he
present tense (of now). Once this is done, the mechanical part of
your being goes to work to deliver to you a physical evidence of
your thinking.
When you dwell on the limitations of today, you will not be able to
form a clear goal and objective for yourself; and without a clear
objective your life cannot achieve new meaningful experience. Per
time, you grow into your new level of thinking and imagination.
Many lives are like the broken record that keeps repeating the
same track and stopping at the point of its cracks. This is why some
fellow will do so well and will always flounder at a point in their
lives. People stop making progress to the degree they accept
limitations.
For example if you keep seeing the needs surrounding you, you
might be within this frame of experience all your life until you
mature enough to adopt the secret code discussed in this manual. It
is a hard task to live happy when you are in lack; it is difficult to
think and act abundance when bills are mounting. But this is the
hard task you must do if you want to trade your present state for a
richer tomorrow.
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LENSE 5: THE WORKING OF WEALTH CREATION EXPLAINED:
The body goes to where the heart goes. Here is a lucid example,
before taking a journey to Lagos, you will first imagine it before you
set on the journey; often you don’t plan going to Lagos and
accidentally see yourself on the way to Kano.
In the same way, if the inner man chart the way to wealth and
agreeable to the concept of abundance, then the whole human
system will go to work to create abundance as a reward for the
thinking of abundance. The thinking of abundance here is not a
once in a while wishes, it must be sustained in good or bad weather
and it doesn’t matter what your physical experiences are.
You become what you sustained long enough in your mind; in your
mind trade away poverty thinking for abundance mindset.
Remember, a hopeless person is so in his mind and if sustained
leads to a wrecked life of frustrations.
I want to cite another example using marriage. We have come to
discover that marriages hitting the rock are not often the most
afflicted but they are those in which one or both partner(s) lose
faith in the mutual cohabitation. Somebody think: If things go
wrong, everybody will find his or her way. To such marriage
something will often likely go wrong. Then you see other couple go
stronger because both or one of the couple have the resolve that
no matter what happens, they as couple will go through. It is not
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your experiences in marriage that gives you joy; you determine
whether you will enjoy that marriage.
Abundant mind when sustained long enough create an abundant
environment. Man is what he thinks and ponders upon repeatedly.
LET YOUR IMAGINATION CREATE ABUNDANCE FOR YOU IN EVERY
AREA OF YOUR LIFE.

LENSE 6: TARGET, GOAL SETTING AND VISUALIZATION
You need to know what you want, then possess the power to
actualize it. But more important is the capacity to visualize and
knowing within you that you can.
A very important tool for anyone who want to actualize financial
freedom is to own capacity to visualize and paint pictures within
him or her. This is different from wishful thinking. Instead it's a
deliberate meditative process of setting images and designs with
congruency and finesse. If you don't know what you want you
cannot get it.
Your visualized financial goal should have a target. It's not enough
to say: I want to be a millionaire. Instead, you say: At such a time I
will have this (named) sum of money.
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The next thing is you now juxtapose the different possibilities of
making that sum of money. Recently, I set a mark of an exaggerated
sum to be earned in the next one year. It seems very large but upon
creating a breakdown of possibilities of about five alternatives then
I found out the ease of building a billion naira corporation within a
decade without breaking a bank.
Yet, without setting a time out to visualize and contemplate I
wouldn't know the possibilities. Visualization is the first step of
creative inventiveness whether of the material world, tec hnology or
money.
In becoming wealthy and financially free, your thinking process is
more important than your working process. Mad men work but
uncoordinated. Thinking makes your work to have coordination,
less cumbersome and reduces wasted energy for a useful outcome.
Thinking helps you to maximize return on labour.
Critical thinking helps you to visualize how to sell One million times
instead of a thousand times of a commodity.
At this moment, sit back and visualize your matrix of possibilities to
achieve a set of financial future. How can you multiply the factors of
sales?
Note
Always remember that as you visualize your financial possibilities,
there are unachievable dreams per time. Life is like an invisible
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stairs which you must coordinate with stepwise purpose and
pursuit. You don't jump stages of life but you can increase speed.

LENSE 7: DISCRETE PROCESS OF WEALTH FORMULA
Discrete process is a compact or complete process that leads to a
particular outcome. You are to sit back and visualize the process
that has helped you to make money over time. You might have one
or two of such kinds.
Then you're to turn such into your wealth formula and get it
multiplied over and over. The onus is on you to create your own
wealth formula based on what has made you money before or
create a new vista as your potential formula.
Let me explain this, being an author. You can sell few copies of your
book and be content with this and on another hand you may design
a process of sales around it and multiply it a million times.
You can run a seminar for an organization on leadership and end it
there. You can thereafter turn the process of conversion of that
single client into a process of sales to capture hundreds of others.
For a country, individuals can export bits of a product oversea. A
visionary government may thereafter see potential in it and invest
heavily into the exportable products by coordinating the resources
together thereby unlocking wealth for the nation.
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System of wealth creation is adaptable for nations as it is for
individuals.
You've what it takes to start if you can think through .

LENSE 8: SPEED WEALTH
Speed wealth is the principle of repeating the process of wealth
quickly over and over again. The speed of repeating this discrete
process leads to amassing gargantuan wealth.
Some actions can be multiplied by making contact with influential
or famous person. In some instances you employ more hands such
as more sales people or increase your marketing and advertisement
initiatives.
Whatever you do, that can help you to speed up your rate of wealth
creation will worth the effort. This often saves time and production
cost.
How can you multiply the process of your wealth? I mean, how you
can replicate your success formula in a way that instead of few
sales, performance, production, you can arrive at millions of
replication.
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This script is my contribution towards the building up of a new
movement of leaders and financially free individuals for Nigeria and
the world. You can receive the complete coaching and join my
community; this is dedicated to helping you become financially free
seamlessly. Join this community to enjoy the stepwise support for
realizing your financial freedom easily. It's a community dedicated
to help you create wealth and financial freedom around you.
Join through any of our existing members or WhatsApp me on
08033750871, or go to: http://jbihubnigeria.com/basic-program/
Included in this program is my millionaire financial turnkey
to help you share profit with me right on the platform as you
join now.

Let’s Meet!
Email: firewordplus@gmail.com
Website: www.jbihubnigeria.com
Phone: +234 8033750871
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ABOUT WALE ADEWUMI
Nigeria’s Emerging Inspirational Coach
WALE ADEWUMI is a personal development and self mastery coach.
Thousands of lives have been transformed through his inspirational
teachings, seminars and workshops. Wale makes success easy ride
as he offers through his various teaching core models in their
simplest form and offering the ABC of an outstanding life.
His secret is simply finding the concise models in any area of life
and aligning himself rightly. These models have been transformed
into books, coaching engagements and consultancy serving the
public sectors, church organizations, leaders, businesses, investors
and marriages. They are things that work for him.
For the advancing man, all things advance. Advance your life by
learning some of these principles as you enter a life journey with
WALE ADEWUMI, then see your life transform amazingly on all
sides.
WALE is a businessman, author, consultant and minister of God
preaching the good news to help people become the WORLD
CHANGERS they are intended to be.

To find out more or to engage him:
Direct Phone: (+234-8033750871)
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Our websites that could be of help to you here:

1. www.jbihubnigeria.com –
An enterprise development space

2. www.gamechangersnigeria.org –
General space for developing leaders for the nations and
raising productive citizens
3. www.worldchangersnetwork.org –
Space for building Christian leaders and influencer

